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Market Commentary                                                                                                   Spring 2019 

A Pleasant Turnaround 
 

What a difference a quarter makes!  The stock market’s precipitous collapse in 4Q18 conjured 

up, among the most impatient of investors, a nascent fear of things to come – such as had not 

been seen since early 2012, when the broad market stubbornly traded in sync with oil futures.  

But wait a moment!  We thought there may have been a glimmer of hope in the very last week 

of December when equities climbed back +6.6% from a trough that had been dug through 

December 24th.  Even then, when the dust had settled, December laid claim to being the worst 

December on record for stock market returns in decades. 

In hindsight and in fact, that final week of 2018 marked the beginning of yet another leg up for 

stocks which has sustained itself through 1Q19 and into this writing.  An unusual feat, we think, 

given the rather dismal economic prognostications issued early in the year.  First, the Fed had 

begun opining on the wisdom of its previous decisions to move toward interest rate neutrality, 

noting that indeed the US economy was beginning to soften.  This of course was additional fodder 

for the recession crowd portending that a slowdown was finally just around the corner.  The last 

of the trade talks - the US-Sino negotiations - seemed to be going nowhere, while the Chinese 

economy, the second largest in the world, had notably been cooling off to signal increasing 

concern for prolonged global growth.  And then, of course, Theresa May’s long in the tooth Brexit 

initiative was still mired in quicksand despite a swiftly approaching March deadline.  Whether the 

UK would remain in the EU or not could mean continued Euro prosperity or the demise of 28 

years of Pan-European political and economic cooperation.     

Notwithstanding this rather dim backdrop, the US equity market, as measured by the Russell 

3000, remained resilient enough to post a surprising +8.6% return in January and closed out 1Q19 

with an extraordinary +14.0% comeback return.  Hence, on a year over year lookback through 

March, stocks have returned +8.8%.  Not bad given 2018’s late year rout. 

As spring overcame an unusually hard winter, the US consumer - fresh from hibernation but 

financially confident - began driving relatively robust retail sales including major durable goods 

purchases and auto sales.  To confirm this positive consumption trend, the government’s advance 

estimate of the first quarter’s GDP growth rate was a robust, and frankly surprising, +3.2% 

annualized rate and a solid 1% increase over 4Q18.  Again, the increase reflected government 

and consumer spending, business and inventory investment, and net exports both in goods and 

services.  Concurrently, price inflation was nominal as consumer goods and service prices had 

increased by only +.8% vs the +1.7% of 4Q18.  Meanwhile, energy prices had declined some 

(16.7%) to provide an additional tailwind to overall US consumption. 
  



 

 

 

As we now enter May, corporate earnings season is in high gear with preliminary results offering 

even more pleasant surprises.   At this point all indications seem to suggest that it will be a decent 

reporting period for most companies. 

Overseas, the developed and emerging markets also fared well with each posting just over +10%, 

despite that near term growth forecasts continue to moderate.  Ongoing trade talks, along with 

a late year Brexit outcome will likely dictate the forward trend.  

Meanwhile, US bond markets posted relatively strong returns through the first quarter, as the 10 

year Treasury yield settled back into its more familiar 2.5% to 2.6% trading range.  This was in 

stark contrast to the 75bps spike that had occurred over the last year through early November 

when the yield breached its heavily monitored 3% threshold to post just over +3.2%.  By 1Q19, 

municipals had posted +2.9%, investment grade corporates delivered +5.1% and high yield 

taxables generated +7.3%. 

On the US energy front, following a relatively disappointing 2018 return year, energy is again up 

some +15% through Q1 on the back of a +22% rise in oil prices, which closed out the quarter at 

just over $60/bbl.  On the back of this upward trend, the AMZ index similarly delivered just over 

+14%.  So too, energy storage and transmission MLPs responded by generating total returns 

north of +15% through Q1, while delivering solid cash flows and even stronger distribution 

coverage ratios. 

Summarily speaking, at this juncture the US economy continues to chug along rather nicely.  And 

while it may be a lot to ask, when one couples our current market momentum with the Fed’s 

“wait and see” posture and what hopefully will become a positive trade outcome with China, we 

may yet see all markets build upon the rally we’ve witnessed to date.  Let’s all hope for continued 

smooth sailing until at least the summer takes hold in earnest! 

 


